Monday 14th October

NEGOTIATING CYBER GOVERNANCE

11:30 – 12:30 INAUGURAL SESSION
Welcome by SUNJOY JOSHI, Director, ORF
Welcome by VIRAT BHATIA, Chair, Communications & Digital Economy Committee, FICCI
Keynote address by SHIVSHANKAR MENON, National Security Advisor
Special Address by MINISTER KAPIL SIBAL, Communications and Information Technology

12:30 – 15:00 SOVEREIGNTY, INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION AND CYBER SECURITY: A TREATY DIALOGUE
Key Question: How can Indian laws and views be coordinated with international norms?

15:15 – 16:45 THE FIRST LINE OF DEFENCE: THE PRIVATE SECTOR
Key Question: What is its role in cyber security vis-à-vis the government?

17:00 – 18:30 CYBERSECURITY: STRATEGIES AND RESPONSES
Key Question: What are the current national and international approaches to cyber security?

19:30 INAUGURAL DINNER
“Freedom of Expression in the Internet Age” Speech by SHASHI THAROOR, Minister of State for Human Resource Development

Tuesday, 15th October

LOOKING AHEAD

10:00 – 11:50 IMPLEMENTING NATIONAL CYBER SECURITY POLICIES
Key Question: Where are the common threats to the global internet commons really coming from?

12:30 – 14:30 INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP IN CYBER GOVERNANCE
Key Question: How feasible is international cooperation and centres for excellence where countries can share expertise?

14:00 – 16:00 PRIVACY and NATIONAL SECURITY
Key Question: Securitising the internet often puts freedom of expression at risk. What are the pros, cons and practicalities?

16:15 – 17:45 MULTISTAKEHOLDERISM: AVOIDING THE PRISM PARADIGM
Key Question: What should be the language, platforms and format of communication between the citizen and state?

18:00-18:15 VALEDICTORY ADDRESS by Nehchal Sandhu, Deputy National Security Advisor, Government of India